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Coding of Microsaccades in Three-Dimensional Space by
Premotor Saccadic Neurons
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Microsaccades are small, involuntary eye movements that are produced during fixation. While accurate visual perception requires
precise binocular coordination during fixation, previous studies of the neural control of microsaccades measured the movement of one
eye only. Here we show how premotor saccadic neurons control these small fixational eye movements in three-dimensional space.
Microsaccadic eye movements, produced by monkeys trained to fixate targets presented at different depths, were similarly distributed in
three-dimensional space during both near and far viewing. Single unit recordings of the neural activity of premotor neurons further
revealed that the brainstem saccadic circuitry controls these minute disconjugate shifts of gaze by preferentially encoding the dynamic
movement of an individual eye (i.e., integrated control of conjugate and vergence motion). These findings challenge the traditional notion
that microsaccades are strictly conjugate and have important implications for studies that use microsaccades to evaluate visual and
attentional processing, as well as certain neurological disorders.

Introduction
When exploring a visual scene, we make saccadic eye movements
that are interspersed with periods of fixation. Interestingly, even
when our gaze is fixed, our eyes are not completely still. Although
they were once thought to play no role in visual perception
(Kowler and Steinman, 1979), recent work suggests that these
small fixational eye movements serve many important functional
roles. For example, microsaccade propensity and direction have
been shown to be highly informative about the allocation of at-
tention (Hafed and Clark, 2002; Engbert and Kliegl, 2003; Betta
and Turatto, 2006; Pastukhov and Braun, 2010). Accordingly,
correlations between microsaccade generation and neural activ-
ity are currently used to investigate higher cognitive behaviors as
well as the basis of certain neurological disorders (Engbert, 2006;
Martinez-Conde, 2006; Martinez-Conde et al., 2009; Otero-
Millan et al., 2011b).

Why and how microsaccades are produced remain important
questions. Previous studies suggest that the direction of micro-
saccades can be biased by attention but are, on average, correc-
tive, such that the eyes remains on target (Cornsweet, 1956;
Guerrasio et al., 2010; Hafed, 2011; Otero-Millan et al., 2011a).
Recent single neuron and lesion experiments, coupled with com-
putational modeling of neural activity in the superior colliculus
(SC), have led to the proposal that during fixation, the instanta-
neous locus of activity on the rostral SC is a stochastic process

with zero mean (Hafed et al., 2009). As neuronal activity jitters
about zero, a microsaccade is produced when activity is suffi-
ciently deviated from zero.

The results of experiments in the last decade have also impli-
cated the SC and its saccadic premotor circuitry in generating eye
movements in three-dimensional space (i.e., integrated control
of conjugate and vergence movement) (for review, see Cullen and
Van Horn, 2011; for an alternative view, see Walton and Mays,
2003). Thus, we hypothesize that if this proposed model of mic-
rosaccade generation is correct, then jitter across the SC during
fixation should generate both disconjugate and conjugate micro-
saccades. To test this, we measured the dynamic movement of
each eye during fixation of near and far targets and quantified the
conjugacy of microsaccades. Next, to better understand the neu-
ral circuitry involved in generating microsaccades, we re-
corded the neural activity of individual premotor saccadic
neurons. Our results demonstrate that microsaccades are sym-
metrically generated in three-dimensional space, and that the
brainstem saccadic circuitry controls these minute, dynamic
shifts of gaze.

Materials and Methods
Surgical procedures and behavioral paradigms. Two female rhesus mon-
keys (Macaca mulatta) were prepared for extracellular recording under
aseptic conditions as described previously (Van Horn et al., 2008). All
procedures were approved by the McGill University Animal Care Com-
mittee and were in compliance with the guidelines of the Canadian
Council on Animal Care.

Head-restrained monkeys were seated in a primate chair and were
trained to fixate targets aligned along the midline for 1–3 s. A far target
was illuminated by projecting a HeNe laser onto a cylindrical screen
(approximately isovergent) located 55 cm away from the monkey’s head
(�4° convergence). A near target was illuminated using a computer con-
trolled light emitting diode located 8 cm from the monkey’s head. The
timing and location of target illumination, data acquisition, and on-line
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data displays were controlled using REX, a UNIX-based real-time acqui-
sition system (Hays et al., 1982).

Single unit data acquisition and analysis. Extracellular single unit activ-
ity was recorded using tungsten microelectrodes (FHC). Saccadic burst
neurons (SBNs; N � 25), omnipause neurons (OPNs; N � 10), and
medial rectus motoneurons (N � 8) were identified on-line based on
their stereotypical discharge properties during eye movements. No-
tably, since microsaccades often have a significant vertical compo-
nent, we only analyzed SBNs that were completely silent during
vertical saccades (N � 10).

The magnetic search coil technique was used to record the horizontal
and vertical positions of both eyes (Judge et al., 1980). Each eye coil signal
was calibrated independently by having the monkey fixate, with one eye
masked, a variety of targets at different horizontal eccentricities and
depths. Position signals were low-pass filtered at 250 Hz (analog 8 pole
Bessel filter) and sampled at 1 kHz.

Data were sorted into periods of fixation where the monkey fixated
either a far (convergence angle �4°) or near (convergence �4°) target for
�500 ms. Microsaccades were detected using a 5 deg/s radial velocity

criterion. Data were also visually sorted to verify that microsaccades were
not erroneously missed or falsely detected (Hafed et al., 2009). Eye move-
ments are reported in conjugate [conjugate � (left eye � right eye)/2]
and vergence (vergence � left eye � right eye) coordinates.

In addition, to determine the proportion of disconjugate versus con-
jugate microsaccades, we calculated a binocularity index (Ibino) as fol-

lows: Ibino � �max�Ėl� � max�Ėr�	/�max�Ėl� � max�Ėr�	, where Ėl

and Ėr refer to the velocity of the left and right eye, respectively. In cases
where the eyes moved in opposite directions, the movements (
8% of
microsaccades) were considered independently.

The neuronal responses during saccades were characterized using
linear optimization techniques (Cullen et al., 1996). First, firing rates
were represented by a spike density function in which a Gaussian
function (SD � 5 ms) was convolved with the spike train. The specific
model structures used are reported in Results, below. The goodness-
of-fit of the data to each model was quantified using the Variance-
Accounted-For (VAF � 1 � [var(modFR)/var(FR)], where modFR
represents the modeled firing rate and FR represents the actual firing

Figure 1. A, B, Example traces of the eye position during fixation of a far (A) and near (B) target. C, Peak velocity–amplitude relationship for microsaccades during near (gray dots; N � 365) and
far (black dots; N � 362) fixation. D, Distribution of the size of microsaccades detected during near (gray) and far (black) fixation. E, Example velocity profiles of a conjugate (left) and disconjugate
(right) microsaccade. F, Distribution of the degree of conjugacy across all microsaccades during far and near viewing. Open bars denote movements where the eyes moved in opposite directions.
Dashed gray boxes denote microsaccades where the movement of eye each differed by �20%. Contra, Contralateral; Ipsi, ipsilateral; bino., binocular; vel, velocity.
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rate) (Cullen et al., 1996). For analysis of the neural control of dis-
conjugate saccades, we considered movements for which one eye
moved twice as much as the other eye in the on-direction of the
neuron (Van Horn et al., 2008). In addition, we computed 95% con-
fidence intervals using a nonparametric bootstrap approach (Sokal
and Rohlf, 1995; Carpenter and Bithell, 2000) to identify nonsignifi-
cant or identical model parameters (Sylvestre and Cullen, 2002). The
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwartz, 1978), which served
as a cost index, was calculated for each model estimation to determine
whether removing the term was justified. For each neuron, to quan-
tify the ocular preference (see Fig. 3), a Ratio index was defined as
follows: r � min(rIE, rCE)/max(rIE, rCE), where rIE and rCE are con-
stants that represent the neuron’s ipsilateral and contralateral velocity
sensitivity, respectively.

Data are described as mean �SDs and a two-tailed, unpaired Student’s
t test was used to determine whether the averages of two measured pa-
rameters were significantly different.

Results
In this study, we investigated the neural mechanisms underlying
microsaccade generation during three-dimensional viewing.
First, we evaluated the occurrence and conjugacy of microsac-
cades as a function of viewing depth. Second, we described the
dynamic movement of each eye during microsaccades to deter-
mine whether microsaccades are produced throughout three-
dimensional space. Finally, we recorded the extracellular activity
of premotor and motor neurons, which are known to dynami-
cally encode the velocity of larger, voluntary saccadic eye move-
ments, to determine their role in enabling the generation of
conjugate and disconjugate microsaccades.

Characterization of microsaccade dynamics during near
versus far viewing
We first compared eye movements during prolonged fixation of
the far versus near target (Fig. 1A,B) and detected microsaccades
in both viewing conditions. In agreement with previous studies,
during far viewing, microsaccade amplitude was proportional to
peak saccade velocity, consistent with the main sequence of larger
saccades (far, R � 0.92; Fig. 1C, black dots). Moreover, we found
that during near viewing, saccade amplitude was also propor-
tional to peak saccade velocity (near, R � 0.9; Fig. 1C, gray dots,).
A comparison of microsaccade amplitude revealed comparable
distributions in the two conditions (mean far � 0.65°, mean
near � 0.62°, p � 0.05; Fig. 1D).

The analysis of each eye’s temporal dynamics revealed that
microsaccades are not strictly conjugate. While the movement of
each eye was identical during some microsaccades (i.e., conju-
gate; Fig. 1E, left), we found that this was often not the case (i.e.,
disconjugate; Fig. 1E, right). To determine the proportion of
disconjugate versus conjugate microsaccades in each viewing
condition, we calculated a binocularity index (see Materials and
Methods, above), for which a zero value indicated a conjugate
movement, while values greater or less than zero indicated a dis-
conjugate movement (i.e., a convergent or divergent movement,
respectively). Overall, the distribution of indices were not signif-
icantly different (p � 0.05) and were centered on zero (mean
far � 0.002 � 0.5, mean near � 0.05 � 0.5). However, a signifi-

4

superimposed on the unit activity. Average ipsilateral (Ipsi), contralateral (Contra), conjugate,
and vergence velocities traces are shown below the raster plots. B, Example raster plots on the
same example SBN shown in A during disconjugate saccades where the ipsilateral (left) or
contralateral (right) eye moved more. C, Bootstrap histograms and 95% confidence intervals
(thick horizontal bars) for example SBN.

Figure 2. A, Example neural activity from a typical SBN (left) and OPN (right) during conju-
gate microsaccades aligned on saccade onset. Average firing rate with standard deviations is
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cant proportion of the movements were characterized by non-
zero values (Fig. 1F). In both conditions, one eye moved at least
20% more than the other in over half of the detected microsac-
cades (e.g., near � 56%, far � 58%; Fig. 1F, dashed boxes) and in
a small percentage of the movements the eyes moved in opposite
directions; this was comparable in both viewing conditions
(near � 7%, far � 8%; Fig. 1F, open bars).

Discharge characteristics of saccade-related neurons
during microsaccades
To understand how the brain controls disconjugate versus con-
jugate microsaccades, we recorded from SBNs and OPNs, which
are known to be important players in generation of conjugate
saccadic eye movements (Scudder et al., 2002). The discharge of a
typical SBN and OPN is illustrated in Figure 2A. SBNs generated
a vigorous burst of spiking activity just before the onset of ipsi-
lateral, conjugate microsaccadic eye movements (Fig. 2A, left)
and generated very few, if any, spikes during contralateral and
vertical saccades (data not shown). In contrast, OPNs ceased fir-
ing throughout the duration of the microsaccade (Fig. 2A, right).
To quantify these responses, SBN burst activity and OPN pause
activity was first characterized using a classical metric-based anal-
ysis. As has been shown for larger saccades, we found that during
conjugate microsaccades, the number of spikes in a SBNs burst
was linearly related to the conjugate amplitude of the eye move-
ment (population mean: R � 0.68 � 15) and the pause duration
of the OPN was linearly related to the duration of the microsac-
cade (population mean: R � 0.58 � 33).

We next found that the same simple model, called the conjugate
model, which describes the dynamic relationship between SBNs dis-
charges and conjugate saccades (Cullen and Guitton, 1997), also well
describes the relationship between SBNs discharges and conjugate

microsaccades: FR�t� � b � rĖ�t � td�, where FR�t� is the
estimated firing rate, b is a bias, r is a constant that represents the

neuron’s eye velocity sensitivity, Ė refers to the instantaneous veloc-

ity of the eye, and td is the neuron’s dynamic lead time (VAF of
0.47 � 0.2 across the population of SBNs). Next, we tested whether
this same model could be used to predict SBN discharges during
disconjugate microsaccades. Figure 2B illustrates the discharge of
the same example SBN during microsaccades where either the ipsi-
lateral or contralateral eye moved more (Fig. 2B, left and right, re-
spectively). Note that although the conjugate velocities were similar
in the two conditions, the neuron’s firing rate was strikingly differ-
ent. Indeed, a conjugate-based model could not predict SBN activity;
rather, neuronal responses were best described by an ipsilateral
movement-based model (VAFpred-cj � 0.28 vs VAFpred-ipsi � 0.46).
On average, using ipsilateral eye velocity (rather than conjugate eye

velocity) as Ė provided a 37% better prediction of the firing rate. This
result was consistent across the population of the SBNs recorded in
this study.

To further this, we asked whether a more complete binocular
model might more accurately describe the firing rate of SBNs

during disconjugate microsaccades: FR(t) � b � rIEİE(t � td) �

rCEĊE(t � td), where rIE and rCE are constants that represent the
neuron’s ipsilateral and contralateral velocity sensitivity, respec-

tively, and İE and ĊE refer to the instantaneous velocity of the ipsi-
lateral and contralateral eye, respectively. We estimated the 95%
confidence intervals on the parameter values rIE and rCE using a
bootstrapping technique (see Materials and Methods, above). Figure
2C shows the distributions of the estimates obtained using the boot-
strapping approach. Notably, the confidence intervals do not over-
lap with each other and could therefore not be replaced with a single
term proportional to conjugate eye velocity. In addition, the confi-
dence interval for the sensitivity of the contralateral eye velocity was
not statistically different from zero. Consistent with these findings,
we found that the fit of a model reduced to include only the ipsilat-
eral eye (i.e., rCE � 0) was nearly identical to that of the full binocular
model (�VAF(reduced � binocular) � 0.1%; �BIC � 0.1%). Accord-
ingly, these results confirm that the neuron’s discharge reliably en-

Figure 3. A, B, Distribution of ratio indexes for SBNs (A) and motoneurons (B) (see Materials and Methods). Insets show distributions of ratios for a sample of SBNs (left) and motoneurons (right)
estimated in previous studies (Van Horn and Cullen, 2008). MONO, Monocular; BINO, binocular; CONTRA, contralateral; IPSI, ipsilateral; CONJ, conjugate.
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coded ipsilateral, but not contralateral or conjugate, eye motion
during microsaccades.

Similar results were obtained for the majority of the neurons
in our population of SBNs. Overall, 80% of our SBNs did not
reliably encode contralateral eye motion during microsaccades
(average �VAF(reduced vs binocular) � 8.8 � 19.4%; �BIC � 1.1 �
3.3%), while a minority of the neurons were more accurately
described using a contralateral eye or binocular model (Fig. 3A).
We also performed a comparable analysis for a sample of extra-
ocular motoneurons. Notably, a position term was also included
in the model structure to account for the fact that motoneurons
encode both eye position and velocity. As was the case for SBNs,
we found that the majority of motoneurons (62.5%) discharge
reliably encoded ipsilateral, but not contralateral eye motion dur-
ing microsaccades (Fig. 3B). Moreover, the 95% confidence in-
tervals for all of the neurons did not overlap with each other,
confirming that individual eye velocity terms should not be re-
placed with a single conjugate term.

Discussion
In this study, we measured the dynamic movement of each eye
during fixation and established that during microsaccades, the
horizontal movement of one eye is not necessarily identical to the
movement of the other (e.g., not conjugate). Notably, we found
that microsaccades were distributed in three-dimensional space.
Recordings from neurons in the saccadic pathway, specifically the
premotor burst neurons of paramedian pontine reticular forma-
tion and their motoneurons, revealed that the brain controls
these minute shifts of gaze in three dimensions by encoding the
dynamic movement of an individual eye. Together, our results
provide new insight into how the brain controls microsaccades,
and in particular provide further evidence to contradict the tra-

ditional view that the brain is circuited with independent path-
ways for conjugate and vergence control of saccades. Our finding
that microsaccades are normally distributed in three-
dimensional space regardless of viewing distance has important
implications for further models of the neural control of eye
movements as well as for optimizing investigations of visual
processing.

Binocular microsaccades and the implication for studies of
visual processing and visual awareness
The results of numerous previous characterizations of the behav-
ioral properties of microsaccades have suggested that they are, in
effect, miniature versions of larger, voluntary saccades. For ex-
ample, similar to larger saccades, the peak velocity of microsac-
cades is proportional to the amplitude of the corresponding
movement. To make saccades between targets at optical infinity
requires that both eyes rotate by the same angle (i.e., conjugate
saccades). However, more often we look between objects located
at different depths and thus the horizontal movement of each eye
differs (i.e., disconjugate saccades). Surprisingly, the majority of
studies examining microsaccades have assumed that these move-
ments are strictly conjugate events. Here, we performed a com-
plete analysis of the temporal dynamics of each eye during
prolonged fixation of near and far targets and have established
that microsaccades are not restricted to one plane of viewing but
rather are distributed in three-dimensional space.

Overall, our findings have important implications for studies
that use microsaccades to evaluate visual and attentional process-
ing. There is accumulating evidence that the analysis of the tim-
ing, rate, and direction of microsaccades provide information
about the neural mechanisms underlying vision and certain
higher-order cognitive behaviors. For example, microsaccades,

Figure 4. A, Illustration of the neural circuitry involved in generating microsaccades. The superior colliculus projects to the SBNs, which are reciprocally connected with the OPNs, and project
directly to the motoneurons (MN) and internuclear neurons (IN) in the abducens, which project to the contralateral abducens via the medial longitudinal fasicularis (MLF). Neurons encoding the
movement of the ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Contra) eye are shown in blue and red, respectively. B, Example unit activity of premotor neurons during example conjugate (B1) and
disconjugate microsaccades (B2, B3). Blue unit activity is the activity associated with a neuron related to the movement of the ipsilateral eye and red unit activity is representative of a neuron related
to the movement of the contralateral eye. LR, Lateral rectus.
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which modulate neural activity in visual areas (Martinez-Conde
et al., 2000, 2002; Snodderly et al., 2001; Herrington et al., 2009;
Hafed and Krauzlis, 2010; Hass and Horwitz, 2011), have also
been shown to be correlated with visual awareness and visuospa-
tial attention (Hafed and Clark, 2002; Engbert and Kliegl, 2003;
Laubrock et al., 2005; Betta and Turatto, 2006; Engbert, 2006;
Otero-Millan et al., 2008; Cui et al., 2009; Herrington et al., 2009;
Kliegl et al., 2009; Pastukhov and Braun, 2010). Given that the
temporal dynamics of each eye can differ throughout a given
microsaccade, our results suggest that the knowledge of the mo-
tion of both eyes could improve the correlation observed between
microsaccades and neural activity (or behavior). Moreover,
evaluating the movement of the two eyes will give a more
accurate estimation of the timing and frequency of microsac-
cade occurrence.

A neurological bridge between microsaccades and saccades
While the neural circuitry that underlies the generation of sacca-
dic eye movements has been well characterized, a description of
saccade-related neurons during fixational eye movements is vir-
tually nonexistent. Recently, the rostral SC was found to have a
causal role in the generation of microsaccades (Hafed et al.,
2009). Since the SC is considered the primary excitatory input to
the saccadic burst generator, it is likely that SBNs would similarly
be involved in generating microsaccades. Only one previous
study has reported that SBNs are responsive during very small
amplitude saccades (Van Gisbergen et al., 1981) and this study
was not specifically designed to study microsaccades but rather to
provide a general model that would describe the neural activity of
premotor neurons during saccades. Here, our quantitative anal-
ysis of the discharge dynamics revealed that the premotor sacca-
dic burst neurons encode the size, duration, and velocity of
microsaccades, and that a simple, first-order model provides an
adequate description of the relationship between neural re-
sponses and eye motion. Furthermore, we extend a previous find-
ing that OPNs pause during microsaccades (Brien et al., 2009) by
quantifying the relationship between pause duration and micro-
saccade duration. Together, these findings further support a
common saccadic burst generator for saccades and microsac-
cades (for review, see Hafed, 2011; Otero-Millan et al., 2011a).

Evidence against Hering’s law
Over a century ago, Hering proposed the theory of “equal inner-
vation” as a conceptual framework for studying binocular con-
trol. Hering’s theory suggested that we are born with the ability to
move our eyes in a coordinated fashion. Based on this theory,
scientists predicted a distinct neural circuit for conjugate control
(i.e., to move the eyes together). Specifically, it was proposed that
the saccadic burst generator provides a conjugate premotor com-
mand to the eye muscles. Recent studies, however, have shown
that SBNs do not strictly encode conjugate command signals but
preferentially encode the movement of an individual eye (Fig.
4A) (Cullen and Van Horn, 2011). In this study, since many of
the detected microsaccades were disconjugate, we similarly
found that SBNs encode the movement of an individual eye dur-
ing microsaccades. Accordingly, our results provide further evi-
dence that the brainstem saccadic premotor pathway encodes
integrated conjugate and vergence commands to control gaze in
three-dimensional space. Notably, since SBNs receive excitatory
connections from the SC, these results suggest that the SC should
be reinvestigated to determine its involvement in generating sac-
cades and microsaccades in three-dimensions (Fig. 4B).

These findings have important clinical implications. Abnor-
mal frequency and size of microsaccades are characteristic of cer-
tain neurological diseases [e.g., progressive supranuclear palsy,
Friedrich’s ataxia (Troost and Daroff, 1977; Leigh and Zee, 2006;
Fahey et al., 2008; Otero-Millan et al., 2011b)]. An analysis of the
dynamic movement of each eye could be a valuable tool for es-
tablishing whether there is also a change in the proportion of
disconjugate microsaccades in patients with these and other dis-
orders, thereby providing an effective diagnostic marker.
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